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II.
THE
BIGGER
PICTURE
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The promoters of the ARV drug business argue that
the pharmaceutical industry grew into a multibillion-dollar
industry by meeting the health interests of the people.
The facts on the following pages correct this myth.
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CHAPTER 7

THE ORIGIN OF
PHARMACEUTICAL COLONIALISM
SAMA and TAC characters allege that I am acting against the policies of the WHO and other UN organisations while – in fact – I am
helping to implement them. Even worse, this Application accuses
me of such serious crimes as endangering the health of people and
even killing them while – in fact – I am helping to improve the
quality of lives and in many cases saving them.
Even more significant, these allegations are being made by organisations that – themselves – are compromising the health and risking the lives of millions of people by promoting the mass application of highly toxic ARV drugs while at the same time publicly
attacking textbook knowledge of biology about the preventive and
therapeutic value of micronutrients in the control of AIDS.
The “TAC” and the “South African Medical Association” are accusing us – a non-profit organisation – of deceiving and harming millions of people out of profit motives, while at the same time they
themselves promote toxic drugs from pharmaceutical investment
companies, the entire future of which are based on maximising the
return on their financial investments.
The only logical explanation for these remarkable allegations is
that both, the SAMA functionaries and the TAC street pushers, are
trying to distract from the business practices and motives of the
drug companies, whose merchandise they promote. This sobering
analysis is, of course, a profound accusation and it should not be
made without substantiation.
Above all, with millions of lives at stake, it is not enough to
respond to malicious allegations with counter allegations or to
meet attacks with counter attacks. The seriousness of the issues at
stake here require a deeper analysis of the background of this case.
The allegations made by SAMA and the “TAC” can only be properly understood and judged with an understanding of the history
of interests behind this case and, in particular, as they relate to
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John D. Rockefeller (1839 - 1937) was the “Godfather” of the phar maceutical investment business and its principle architect. He used
his oil billions as “seed money” to launch the business with patent ed drugs and take control of global health care.

South Africa. This “bigger picture” of the current Application is
being dealt with in this section of my response.
As explained above, the pharmaceutical industry is not primarily
an industry driven by health concerns but rather by investment
interests. The pharmaceutical business is not a naturally grown
industry, but rather an artificially designed and constructed global
investment business. A century ago, the Rockefeller group
(Standard Oil) in the US invested billions of oil revenues to systematically promote the global market of synthetic patented drugs.
The launch of this investment business had dark roots. John D.
Rockefeller had become a billionaire by unscrupulously shaping
the Standard Oil Cartel (in short S.O. or EXXON today), the largest
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oil company in the world. On May 15, 1911, the Supreme Court
of the U.S. found John Rockefeller and his Standard Oil Trust guilty
of corruption, illegal business contact and racketeering. As a result
of this decision, Rockefeller’s Standard Oil Trust, the world’s largest
corporation, was sentenced to be dismantled.*
In order to disperse public and political pressure on him and other
“robber barons,” Rockefeller channelled the illegal gains from his
oil business to launch the Rockefeller Foundation. This tax haven
was used to strategically take over the health care sector in the
U.S. and beyond.
The Rockefeller Foundation was the front organisation for a new
global business venture for Rockefeller and his accomplices. This
new venture was called the pharmaceutical investment business.
Donations from the Rockefeller Foundation went only to medical
schools and hospitals, which had become missionaries of patented pharmaceutical drugs, developed by a new breed of companies
that manufactured patented, synthetic drugs. These birth hours of
the pharmaceutical investment business are all matters of historical record and – among others – are documented in the book
“Rockefeller Medicine Men” by Richard Brown.*
This was also the time, when the first vitamins were discovered. It
soon became clear, that these natural molecules had life-saving
health benefits and were able to prevent many chronic health
problems. Thousands of scientific articles and books were published documenting scientific research on the health benefits of
vitamins and other micronutrients and several Nobel Prizes were
awarded in this new field of biology and medicine.
These newly discovered natural molecules had only one disadvantage: they were non-patentable. Thus, already in its first decades of
existence, the pharmaceutical investment business faced a mortal
threat: vitamins and other micronutrients promoted as public
health programmes would have prohibited the development of
any sizable investment business based on patented synthetic
drugs. The elimination of this unwanted competition from
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Controlling Influence
on Pharmaceutical
Multinationals

Controlling Influence
on Banking, Oil, and
Media Multinationals

David Rockefeller,
Rockefeller Trust

Less than 100 years after Rockefeller’s Standard Oil trust was ruled by
U.S. Courts to be a criminal organisation, this very same interest group
has expanded its reign to control other key industries, including banking, media, and, above all, the global pharmaceutical investment business. Above are just a few examples.

micronutrients and other natural therapies became a question of
survival for the young pharmaceutical investment business.
To promote public acceptance of his “new medicine” as the philanthropic umbrella of the newly created pharmaceutical investment industry with patented drugs – the Rockefeller controlled
media used the Spanish flu epidemic of 1918, to start a campaign
against all forms of non-patented medicine and discredit them as
“unscientific.” Within the next 15 years essentially all medical
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schools in the U.S., all influential hospitals and, most significantly, the American Medical Association became part of this strategy
to align the entire health care sector under the control of the pharmaceutical investment business.
Disguised as a charitable global health mission, the “Rockefeller
Foundation” was also used as a front to conquer foreign countries
and entire continents for the subsequent pharmaceutical investment business. This global expansion strategy happened in much
the same way as Rockefeller’s global strategy with his petrochemical investment business a few decades earlier.*
On the other side of the Atlantic Ocean, in Germany, the first
chemical / pharmaceutical cartel was founded in 1925 with the
goal to compete with the quest for control of the global drug market by the Rockefeller Trust. Lead by German multinationals
“Bayer”, “BASF” and “Hoechst”, the “IG Farben” cartel was founded with a total number of employees already surpassing 80,000.
The name “IG Farben” stood for “Interessen-Gemeinschaft“
(German for “interest union“ (i.e. cartel) and “Farben“ (German for
“dyestuffs”). This name reflecting the global economic importance
of the company’s patented synthetic dye business which became
the financial basis for the development of the pharmaceutical market with patented drugs.*
On November 29, 1929, representatives of Rockefeller’s Standard
Oil cartel (U.S.A.) and of the “IG Farben” cartel (Germany) decided to divide the entire world into interest spheres with respect to
the oil (petrochemical) and chemical/pharmaceutical businesses.
The essence of this unique arrangement of territorial claims for the
emerging oil and drug/chemical markets was: Standard Oil’s “territory” was the US and the petrochemical business in the rest of
the world and “IG Farben’s“ territory was Central Europe and the
chemical/pharmaceutical business for the entire rest of the globe.
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Prepares for World War
to Gain Control of Global Markets in
Chemicals, Drugs, Oil and Mining

In order to compete with the U.S. based Rockefeller trust for world
dominance, German multinationals BAYER, BASF and HOECHST
united and in 1925 formed the ”IG Farben” cartel. This cartel soon
became the world’s largest chemical/pharmaceutical corporation.
By bringing the unscrupulous NAZI regime to power, IG Farben
decided to militarily cement their global dominance of the
chemical/pharmaceutical markets and also win control over the world
markets in petrochemicals by military force.

But this agreement about the global claims of the oil and drug cartels did not last long. 18 years later the Nuremberg War Crimes
Tribunal established that the “IG Farben” executives were not satisfied with their part. Their plans for the global conquest of the
chemical and pharmaceutical business developed with precision.
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THE WAR CRIMES TRIBUNAL
OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR
(THE NUREMBERG WAR CRIMES TRIBUNAL)
The following facts have been established during the Nuremberg
War Crime Tribunal from 1946 – 1948 and are part of public record:
• By 1930 – one year after the “global claims conference” with
Rockefeller’s Standard Oil, “IG Farben” had developed a
detailed plan for its own “New economic order for Europe
and the world” that foresaw “IG Farben’s” control of all the
world’s markets in oil, drugs, chemicals and other markets.
This, obviously, was only achievable through a global military conquest, a war that should become known as World
War II.
• In order to reach their global goals the “IG Farben” cartel,
decided to support Hitler as their political arm. By early 1933
Bayer, BASF and other German chemical / pharmaceutical
corporations had become the single largest corporate donors
for the Nazi party and financed their rise to power. The establishment of a ruthless dictatorship in Germany was the precondition to launch a conquest war of global dimensions.
• To destabilise and ultimately topple the preceding democratically elected German government, “IG Farben” financed the
“brown shirts,” an organisation of “storm troopers” that –
under the pretext of creating “order” – organised riots and
spread terror in the streets and communities across the country which will be discussed in detail later. With the support
of mass media – also controlled by “IG Farben” interests –
they successfully blamed the turmoil and fear they themselves had escalated within society, as a sign of failure of
German “democracy.”
• “IG Farben” executives were the economic “architects” of
World War II and its CEO Carl Krauch had already relocated
to Berlin by 1936, three years before the war, to head the
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economic planning office for World War II as “plenipotentiary” in close collaboration with Hitler’s deputy, Hermann
Goering. Consequently, after Hitler’s army had invaded half
of Europe, in each and every country the chemical, petrochemical and pharmaceutical industries were taken over by
the “IG Farben” Cartel.
• In all the countries occupied, hundreds of thousands of innocent people were captured and forced to work as slave
labourers for “IG Farben” or to serve as “human guinea pigs”
in medical experiments to test the patented drugs of “Bayer,”
“Hoechst” and other “IG Farben” companies.

• “IG Farben” was the architect and 100% owner of “IG
Auschwitz” – at 24 km² the largest industrial plant in wartime
Europe. Financed by “IG Farben” and its house bank,
“Deutsche Bank”, the nearby concentration camp (KZ) was
expanded to be the largest slave labour camp of WWII and
turned into the largest extermination camp in history where
an estimated 6 million people from dozens of nations were
gassed, shot, slain or died of starvation.
• According to the records of the Nuremberg War Crime
Tribunal, “IG Farben” workers who were too weak to work,
or were sick longer than two weeks were sent to the gas
chambers of the KZ Auschwitz. Such was the respect to
human life paid by the largest chemical/pharmaceutical concern in the world portraying itself in coloured prospectuses
as the saviour of mankind from diseases.
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WHAT YOU MAY KNOW ...
WW II was by far the most devastating war
in the history of mankind
• 70 million people were killed
• Among them were about 50 million civilians (this is more
than the entire population of South Africa today)
• A total of 20 countries were invaded, attacked, conquered or
coerced in other ways to subjugate to the Nazi regime
• The people of these countries were suppressed and its indus tries stolen – largely by IG Farben

With brutal military force, the Nazi army (Wehrmacht) attacked the other
countries of Europe. This page merely provides an impression of the brutality. Above: the bombing of Paris (left) and London (right)

During World War II, millions of bombs were dropped on European cities
causing tens of millions of civilian casualties. At the same time, tens of
thousands of Nazi tanks invaded country after country.
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... ABOUT WORLD WAR II:

The devastation caused by Nazis in London (above left), Stalingrad,
Russia (above right) and Rotterdam, the Netherlands (below left).

The retaliation by the countries attacked eventually destroyed many German
cities, too, including Cologne (above right) and Dresden (below left). Ulti mately entire cities such as Hiroshima, Japan (below right) were wiped out.
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WHAT YOU MAY NOT KNOW ...
While the facts from the previous pages are
generally known, the facts from these pages
here are not. Telford Taylor, the U.S. Chief
Prosecutor at the Nuremberg War Crimes
Tribunal, summarised the responsibility for
the Second World War as follows: “Without
IG Farben, the Second World War would not
have been possible.” He continued: “These
corporate executives – not the Nazi hooligans
– were the real culprits. If the crimes they
committed are not brought to the light of the
day, they will commit even bigger crimes in
future generations.” This time has come.

From their headquarters in Frankfurt, Germany, the IG Farben concern
strategically planned World War II. The Nazis were used as political puppets: IG Farben CEO Schmitz meets Hitler (above right).

A precondition for World War II was to turn German democracy into a
dictatorship. To accomplish that, IG Farben financed the “brown shirt”
storm troopers (above left). On February 27, 1933, they also transferred
several million Rands to the Nazi party. The same day, the Nazis inciner ated the German parliament – and blamed it on political opponents, as a
pretext for activating dictatorial laws.
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... ABOUT WORLD WAR II:

To produce synthetic gasoline and rubber, the Nazis constructed the
largest industrial plant at that time in the city of Auschwitz (Poland).
Prisoners from all over Europe were brought by train to the nearby con centration camp (above right) and separated into slave workers (below
left) and those who were immediately killed in the gas chambers. IG
Farben even produced the gas chemical – Zyklon B (below right).

Several executives of IG Farben (below right) were sentenced in the War
Crimes Tribunal at Nuremberg, Germany (below left) for mass murder,
slavery and other crimes against humanity.

Over the past 60 years, Bayer, BASF, and the other war criminals spent bil lions of Rand to destroy any evidence connecting them to these crimes
with one goal: to “commit even bigger crimes in future generations.” This
lawsuit will help to stop this plan.
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THE ROOTS OF APARTHEID BRUTALITY
Many people around the world have asked themselves where the
extreme brutality of the South African Apartheid regime had its
roots. The suppression and humiliation of the African people had
a century long tradition. The Apartheid regime, however, that started soon after the Nazis had lost WW II, brought an entirely new
dimension of violence and cruelty to the country.
This physical brutality of human beings against one another was a
hallmark of the sophisticated training programme of the Nazi /
IG Farben coalition in war-time Germany for their elite. The participants were put through a rigorous training that had the target of
destroying every trait of human emotion. The human soul was systematically replaced by instincts; and these instincts were trained
to be unleashed on command by
those who tried to create the global IG
Farben / Nazi Empire by brutal force.
The embodiment of Nazi / IG Farben’s
disrespect for human life was the concentration camp Auschwitz, menTrained Nazi brutality was ... tioned before. The term ”concentration” camp was already flattering:
Auschwitz was in fact an extermination camp where people either were
worked to death on the construction
side of the IG Farben plant, were shot,
hanged or beaten to death in the
camp or were sent directly to the gas
chambers upon arrival in cattle wag... tought to Apartheid police
ons. In only 4 years, between 1.5 and
2.5 million people from all over Europe were killed in Auschwitz.
The dimension of the genocide organised by the coalition of the
IG Farben oil and drug cartel and the Nazis in Auschwitz is documented in the following statement by its Commander made during
the War Crimes Tribunal in 1946.
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Rudolph Hoess,
the Commandant of the Auschwitz concentration and extermination camp from
May 4, 1940, to November of 1943, made
the following statement about the operation of Auschwitz during the War Crimes
Tribunal in Nuremberg:

”Another improvement we made [in the Auschwitz concentration
camp] was that we built our gas chambers to accommodate 2,000
people at one time. ...
The way we selected our victims was as follows: we had two SS
doctors on duty at Auschwitz to examine the incoming transports
of prisoners. The prisoners would be marched by one of the doctors who would make spot decisions as they walked by.
Those who were fit for work were sent into the Camp. Others were
sent immediately to the extermination plants. Children of tender
years were invariably exterminated, since by reason of their youth
they were unable to work.
Still another improvement we made [in the Auschwitz concentration camp] was that in other concentration camps the victims
almost always knew that they were to be exterminated and at
Auschwitz we endeavoured to fool the victims into thinking that
they were to go through a delousing process.
Of course, frequently they realised our true intentions and we
sometimes had riots and difficulties due to that fact. Very frequently women would hide their children under the clothes but of
course when we found them we would send the children in to be
exterminated.
We were required to carry out these exterminations in secrecy but
of course the foul and nauseating stench from the continuous
burning of bodies permeated the entire area and all of the people
living in the surrounding communities knew that exterminations
were going on at Auschwitz.”
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• In order to cement its leadership in the global pharmaceutical market, with patented drugs, “IG Farben” tested their
patented pharmaceutical substances on innocent inmates of
“Auschwitz”, “Buchenwald,” “Dachau,” and other concentration camps. This aspect will be elaborated in more detail
below in response to the remarkable allegations made by
Leslie London in his affidavit in support of the SAMA and
TAC allegations.
All these facts were established during the Nuremberg War Crime
Tribunal’s trial against 24 executives of “Bayer” and other “IG
Farben” companies – the so-called “Farben Case” – who were
accused of crimes against humanity. Many executives of this
chemical/pharmaceutical concern were sentenced in Nuremberg
for such grave crimes as “slavery” and “mass murder”.
After months of hearings, US Chief Prosecutor Telford Taylor summarised the ultimate responsibility for the horror of WWII by stating in his final pleading that without IG Farben the Second World
War would not have been possible. He concluded that the main
facilitators and benefactors of WWII – with a death toll of over 60
million people the single largest crime ever committed – was a
chemical/pharmaceutical concern.
The sources for these sobering facts are the public records of the
Nuremberg War Crime Tribunals. These records were later
reviewed in historical books by US Chief Prosecutor Telford Taylor
and others. A comprehensive review was also published by Joseph
Borkin in “The Crime and Punishment of IG Farben.” Borkin was
Chief of the Patent and Cartel Section of the Antitrust Division of
the US Department of Justice in Washington DC. Between 1938
and 1946 he was responsible for the wartime investigation and
prosecution of the cartels dominated by “IG Farben.”*
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After the German oil-and drug cartel lost the military con quest of the world – it began its global economic conquest
While the top executives of “IG Farben” were tried in the
Nuremberg War Crime Tribunal thousands of “IG Farben” managers who participated in these war crimes escaped. They fled
Europe using the existing corporate network of “IG Farben” subsidiaries particularly in South America and Africa. The Nuremberg
War Crime records document that even before the Second World
War “IG Farben” had established subsidiary companies in three
commercial centres in Africa, two of them in South Africa,
Johannesburg and Cape Town.*
Initially, the plan of the US and the allied forces was to dismantle
the “IG Farben” cartel as well as its house bank, “Deutsche Bank”.
But with the “cold war” beginning, the interests of the US and the
UK shifted and they decided to reinforce Germany as a frontier
state in this ideological, political and economic war against the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. The shares and the control of
“Bayer”, “BASF” and “Hoechst” largely went to US and UK investment groups, the former competitors of the “IG Farben” trust,
namely “Rockefeller” and “Rothschild” trusts.
As part of this new “cold war” strategy the old “IG Farben” executives were soon released from prison and reinstated in their old
functions. By 1956, only 8 years after he had been sentenced to
jail in Nuremberg for mass murder and slavery, Fritz Ter Meer – the
“IG Farben” Executive responsible for Auschwitz – was appointed
Chairman of the Supervisory Board of “Bayer,” one of the newly
defined “successor” companies of “IG Farben.” All three chemical/pharmaceutical giants “Hoechst”, “BASF” and “Bayer” were
run until the late 1970s by executives who had been members of
the Nazi Party or had had close ties to them.
In 1949 the Federal Republic of Germany was founded. This was
the first time in history that the constitution and society of an
industrialised nation was planned and modelled as a bastion of
global economic interests, namely the pharmaceutical investment
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In this book, the executives of pharmaceutical multinationals are
accused of risking the health and lives of millions of people in Africa
to boost the profits from their multi-billion Rand ARV-markets. These
accusations are not made easily and the question arises, whether leaders of this industry are capable of such conduct. The picture above
answers this question: it shows the executives of the largest pharmaceutical company in the world 60 years ago, who were sentenced for
mass murder / genocide, slavery and other crimes against humanity.
The pharmaceutical industry and their executives and financiers have a
long tradition of unscrupulously placing profits above health.
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business. Steered by the controlling investment bodies primarily in
the US – Nelson Rockefeller had been appointed “Special
Assistant to the US President for Foreign Affairs” – the Federal
Republic of Germany became the world’s leading pharmaceutical
export nation for a quarter of a century. All parts of German society – from the chancellery to the media were aligned to protect
and promote the pharmaceutical investment business to become
the largest and most profitable investment business on our planet.
Even the German churches have become part of this global strategy of drug promotion and export. Until this day Germany is the
only country in the world where the State “collects” the church
membership fees from millions of people in the form of “taxes.”
Thus, with budgets of billions of dollars/Euros the German
Protestant and Catholic churches are the richest churches in the
world and principle financiers of the Vatican and its Protestant
counterpart, the “World Council of Churches” (“WCC”).
Under this influence, the “WCC” established global drug promotion programmes called the “Ecumenical Pharmaceutical
Network” (EPN) and the “Ecumenical HIV/AIDS Initiative”
(EHAIA), both with the goal to export pharmaceutical drugs especially to developing countries as part of an “ecumenical” charity
mission of caring for the poor. Significantly, most “executives” of
these drug promotion programmes are citizens of Germany and
other drug exporting nations.*

...until today
German Chancellor Kohl – who rose to the Chancellery from the
ranks of a simple employee of “IG Farben” successor BASF –
became the political “coordinator” of pharmaceutical interests on
the global level for nearly two decades. The role of the German
government in connection with the Apartheid regime in South
Africa will be described below in more detail.
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Even though today the US and the UK have surpassed Germany as
leading drug exporters, the German Government is still a major
political executor of the globally operating pharmaceutical interests. Under the current German Chancellor Merkel – publicly designated by Kohl as “my girl,” i.e. his political heiress – the German
government continues to spearhead global efforts to eliminate
vitamins and other natural, non-patentable therapies as threats to
the pharmaceutical investment business with patented drugs.
As a particular significant example of its global role as the political arm of the pharmaceutical business, the German government
for more than four decades has had the auspices of the so-called
“Codex Alimentarius” Commission. With the pharmaceutical
patented drug business as benefactor, this UN-sponsored commission is trying to – among other things – outlaw preventive or therapeutic statements about the health benefits of vitamins and other
natural, non-patentable health approaches on a worldwide scale.
Under the pretext of “consumer protection” they are used to prepare “global legislation” that serves only one purpose – to protect
the global pharmaceutical investment business based on patented
drugs particularly from competition in the form of effective and
safe micronutrients.
The parallels of this remarkable global plan to the current
Application are obvious.
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The largest industry in a country has a significant influence on building up its political representatives. In Germany, until recently the
world’s largest pharmaceutical drug export nation, the chancellors tra ditionally had close links to this industry. In some cases, as with exchancellor Helmut Kohl, this industry invested in the political career
of their own employees, bringing them to the highest political offices.
These political stakeholders of corporate interests are also responsible
to “breed” their own successors early on. The above black and white
picture from 1991 shows German Chancellor Helmut Kohl (right) with
a young and inexperienced Angela Merkel (left), whom he appointed
to his cabinet.
Today, years later, Angela Merkel herself has become a political “ring
master” of the global interests of the pharmaceutical investment business. And she has not disappointed these interests: as the host of the
G8 summit 2007 – the coordinating meeting of the political leaders
from the eight largest industrial nations – she committed more than
420 billion (!) Rand as subsidies to the drug companies.
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This litigation required the documentation of the history of the pharmaceutical
industy – including its responsibility for the genocide and opther the crimes against
humanity committed during World War II. The most comprehenmsive authentic documentattion is contained in the records of the Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal
against the oil and drug cartel IG Farben.

Telford
Taylor,
US Chief
Prosecutor
at
the
Nuremberg
War Crimes
Tr i b u n a l
against the executives of the oil and
drug cartel, IG Farben

”The crimes with which these men are charged
were not committed in rage or under the stress of
sudden temptation. One does not build a stupendous war machine in a fit of passion nor an
Auschwitz factory during a passing spasm of brutality. Their purpose was to turn the German nation
into a military machine so it could impose her dominion on Europe and other nations beyond the seas.
They were the beginning and end of the dark mantle
of death that settled over Europe.”

Tens of Thousands of Historical Documents

Nuremberg War Crime Tribunal

Oil and Drug Cartel
After six decades of silence, the historic
records of the key war crimes tribunal that
determined the responsibility for WWII is
finally being made available to a world
audience. Currently, history books teach
that WWII was launched by a lunatic dictator, Hitler, and his ruthless Nazi henchmen.
However, tens of thousands of historical documents from the Nuremberg Tribunal – newly
released online – unequivocally document that:
• WWII – a war that cost the lives of more
than 60 million people – was planned and
financed by the world’s largest chemical/
pharmaceutical cartel at that time,
Germany’s IG Farben (Bayer, BASF,
Hoechst and others)
• The driving force behind WWII was IG
Farben’s ambition to achieve control of the
global oil and drug markets and eliminate,
by force, any competition.
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• Bayer, BASF and the other IG Farben companies financed the rise to power of the
Nazi party and the transformation of
German democracy into a dictatorship.
• The Nazi/IG Farben coalition’s plan for
world domination had three stages: first, the
conquest of the Eurasian continent; second,
the take-over of Great Britain and all of its
colonies; third, the military defeat of the
USA and the rest of the world.
As everybody knows, the Nazi/IG Farben
coalition’s plan for world domination was
destroyed by the efforts of the great majority of nations of the world and the extraordinary sacrifices they made.
While this victory was important for all
mankind, the newly emerging post-war order
was already influenced by the oil and drug
interests from the victorious countries:
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On July 20, 2007, after more than six dacades of silence, the “Online Academy”
with over 40,000 pages of authentic records from the Nuremberg War Crimes
Tribunal against the oil and drug cartel IG Farben was introduced to the world in the
‘THE NEW YORK TIMES’ (see below). This historic information can now also be
used by schools and academic institutions across Africa.

The fact that this information was buried in
international archives and is not part of any
history book is no coincidence.

This online archive has been made possible
by the Dr Rath Health Foundation, a nonprofit organisation.

The interest groups that kept this critical
knowledge hidden for six decades will now
have to answer many questions. Whatever
their reaction to the online opening of these
archives will be – the truth is now out and
these facts will be common knowledge to
this and all future generations.

www.profit-over-life.org
The Authentic Records from the
Nuremberg Tribunal Against
the Oil and Drug Cartel

Online for the First Time:

Records Reveal:

THE NEW YORK TIMES
July 20, 2007

Behind WWII
1. The shares of the IG Farben cartel went to
their economic competitors in the victorious countries.
2. The corporate executives of the IG Farben
cartel – after a mere ”reprimand” at
Nuremberg – were soon reinstated by the
new owners of the IG Farben shares in the
USA and the UK to help them consolidate
the oil and drug cartel at a global level.
However, these important facts have essentially been concealed from the people of the
world, who were made to believe that with the
first Nuremberg trial – against the military and
political stakeholders – the ”main war criminals” had been brought to justice.
This was, of course, not the case. Beside this
first trial there were 12 further trials that made
up the Nuremberg Tribunal. The most important among them was the case against the oil
and drug cartel, IG Farben.

The executives of this cartel, according to
the chief US prosecutor, Telford Taylor,
were the main war criminals – without
whom WWII would not have been possible.
It is inconceivable and intolerable that
mankind should continue to be left in the
dark about the ultimate responsibility for
WWII – the greatest crime thus far committed on this planet.
The online academy ”Profit Over Life” is
an educational resource for the benefit of
the people of the world. Students, teachers,
academic researchers, politicians and millions of people worldwide are invited to use
this archive as the basis for better understanding history.
This is particularly important because
multi-national corporate interests continue
to this day to use military force to reach
their global goals.
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The promoters of the ARV drug business argue that
the free distribution of natural vitamins to people
living with AIDS is a crime comparable to the unethical
medical experiments in Nazi concentration camps.
The facts on the following pages correct
this outrageous statement.

